
 Dementia is a common neurodegenerative disease that primarily affects aging 

individuals. Dementia, specifically Alzheimer’s disease— the most common type of dementia— 

negatively affects the mental and physical processes that are necessary for the motor, memory, 

decision-making, and communication skills that people frequently take for granted. The adverse 

effects on communication include difficultly recalling words, understanding semantics, and 

comprehending others (Miller-Ott, 2020; Nickbakht et al., 2023). Additionally, the general 

decline in critical abilities frequently causes individuals to become gradually more dependent on 

family members for anything from simple daily tasks to making important medical decisions. 

These challenges affect communication and change preexisting roles within the interpersonal 

relationships between individuals with dementia and their family members. For these reasons, 

dementia is a communication-debilitating illness that affects how the individual with dementia 

and family members perceive their communication and relationship, as well as their approaches 

to health care. 

 Dementia is communication-debilitating illness (CDI), meaning that it affects the 

individual’s ability to communicate as effortlessly as they did before they started to experience 

symptoms. Those who experience CDIs report experiencing a decrease in the amount of people 

they communicate and hold interpersonal relationships with because of these changes (Bute et 

al., 2007). Similarly, in a study on perceived communication changes from dementia among 

those with the disease and a family member, the respondents with dementia discussed that their 

communication within their close interpersonal relationships has been negatively impacted, both 

in quantity and quality of conversations. Further, the researchers found that dementia patients 

openly expressed that communication has become difficult due to losing the skills associated 

with word retrieval and understanding meaning. The patients described the frustrations they feel 



at not being able to communicate as they used to and with feeling judged by others. They know 

that sometimes how they behave or communicate may not make sense to those around them, 

which makes it easy for them to feel misunderstood, embarrassed, and even disrespected. They 

found that disclosing their dementia to others helps mitigate these feelings (Nickbakht et al., 

2023). Therefore, dementia patients understand that this type of CDI is limiting their 

communication abilities, thus impacting their relationships.  

 Studies on family perspectives indicate a similar belief that family communication and 

relationship with the dementia patient have changed since the onset of symptoms. In the same 

study by Nickbakht et al. (2023), caregivers of individuals with dementia noted that the patient 

will sometimes use the wrong words or be otherwise incoherent. They also noticed a connection 

between decreased memory and communication abilities whereby the patient will repeat the 

same questions or stories. In another study focused on adult children of Alzheimer’s patients, 

researchers found common perceptions of communication changes. The adult child expressed 

that even though it technically is still their parent, the topics and manner of communication are 

different than what they were before the illness. They felt that they essentially became a parent to 

their own parent while remaining their child, especially when they must correct their parent’s 

behavior or speak on their behalf in a public setting. These changes are often frustrating and 

overwhelming for adult children of Alzheimer’s patients (Miller-Ott, 2020). However, Bute et al. 

(2007) explained that while many participants in their study on CDIs expressed the same feelings 

of frustration and stress explained in Miller-Ott’s research, some found helping the individual 

with the CDI rewarding and were able to appreciate the new relationship they established. In 

other words, despite participants’ agreement that there are at least some changes in their 



communication and relationship after onset of a CDI, there are some differing experiences and 

opinions about if the changes are positive or negative. 

 Importantly, Bute et al. (2007) and Nickbakht et al.’s (2023) research highlights several 

strategies of engaging in this changed communication. Remaining patient and kindly prompting 

the individual helps patients feel more comfortable and improves their confidence in their 

communication abilities. Participants also found that they should speak more slowly to give the 

patient more time to process the meaning of what they are saying, and they are able to gauge 

understanding through verbal and nonverbal cues by the patient. Many participants expressed 

that they even use written communication to provide important reminders or to help fill in the 

cognitive gaps that may be harder to fill through verbal communication. When communicating 

with the patient in a larger group, family members also explained that they control the topic to 

ensure that it is something the individual with the CDI can understand and participate in. These 

strategies demonstrate a conscious effort to maintain some level of communication with the 

dementia patient, even though it may be completely different than their prior methods. 

 These demonstrated changes in communication ability and the increased dependence on 

family members have clear manifestations within health care. Adult children of Alzheimer’s 

patients explained that they gained control over their parent’s personal information and decisions 

(Miller-Ott, 2020). In this way, family members are almost thrust into a caregiver role naturally. 

In a study focused on the amount of verbal communication during routine primary care visits by 

the practitioner, patient, and family caregiver, researchers found that 53% of verbal 

communication during the appointment was by the provider, 31% was by the caregiver, and only 

16% was by the Alzheimer’s patient. Patients with lower reported cognitive abilities spoke even 

less frequently during the appointment, while caregivers competed with the provider for 



speaking time at various points in the monitored appointments (Schmidt et al., 2009). Karnieli-

Miller et al. (2012) also looked at the communication between providers, patients, and 

caregivers. The appointments primarily consisted of dyadic communication between the provider 

and either the patient or the caregiver; the patient and caregiver rarely engaged in conversation 

with each other. The provider maintained control over communication by redirecting attention at 

various points during the appointment because the patient and caregiver have different 

informational needs and interests. Therefore, a major change associated with dementia care is the 

shift from the typical dyad of patient-provider communication to a triad of patient-provider-

caregiver communication. 

 Dementia and Alzheimer’s disease inherently affect communication through the 

biological processes that affect general cognition. This change in communication abilities 

prevents dementia patients from maintaining their typical communication habits with family 

members, which in turn affects their relationships. Family members frequently take on new roles 

as caregivers, parental figures, and managers of personal information. However, research has 

shown that it is possible to find somewhat of a new-normal in which the individual with 

dementia and their family members accept and adapt to the communication and relationship 

changes. The mental and physical changes that dementia patients face can be drastic, but family 

support can be key to maintaining some level of communication ability and strong, albeit 

different, interpersonal relationships. 
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